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Introduction

Matrices with the consecutive ones property and interval graphs are impor-

tant notations in the �eld of applied mathematics.

We give a theoretical picture of them in �rst part. We present the earli-

est work in interval graphs and matrices with the consecutive ones property

pointing out the close relation between them. We pay attention to Tucker's

structure theorem on matrices with the consecutive ones property as an es-

sential step that requires a deep considerations. Later on we concentrate

on some recent work characterizing the matrices with the consecutive ones

property and matrices related to them in the terms of interval digraphs as

the latest and most interesting outlook on our topic. Within this framework

we introduce a classi�cation of matrices with consecutive ones property and

matrices related to them.

We describe the applications of matrices with the consecutive ones prop-

erty and interval graphs in di�erent �elds. We make sure to give a gen-

eral view of application and their close relation to our studying phenomena.

Sometimes we mention algorithms that work in certain �elds.

In the third part we give a polyhedral approach to matrices with the

consecutive ones property. We present the weighted consecutive ones prob-

lem and its relation to Tucker's matrices. The constraints of the weighted

consecutive ones problem are improved by introducing stronger inequalities,

based on the latest theorems on polyhedral aspect of consecutive ones prop-

erty. Finally we implement a separation algorithm of Oswald and Reinhelt

on matrices with the consecutive ones property.

We would like to mention that we give a complete proof to the theorems

when we consider important within our framework. We prove theorems par-

tially when it is worthwhile to have a closer look, and we omit the proof when

there are is only an intersection with our studying phenomena.
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Chapter 1

Basic theoretical results

The aim of this chapter is to give an important part of basic theoretical work

on interval graphs, interval digraphs and their connection to consecutive ones

matrices(C1P).

1.1 Interval graphs, their characterization and

connection with consecutive ones prop-

erty

We take the reference of this section from [R1] and [S1] (see the bibliography).

A part of �gures are taken from [S1]. We begin by giving the de�nition of

intersection graph. Throughout we denote in the following graphs by

G = (V (G); E(G)), where V (G) is the set of vertices and E(G) is the set of

its edges. Let M be the family of sets.

De�nition 1.1 Then the intersection graph G ofM satis�es: V (G) =M

and if S; T 2M with S 6= T , then.

S; T 2 E(G)() S \ T 2 ;

Example. See Fig 1.1

M = S1; S2; S3; S4 with

S1 = (a; b; c; d),S2 = (e; f; g; h),S3 = (a; b; g; h),S4 = (a; d; e; f)

A graph G is an interval graph if it is the intersection graph of some

family of intervals on the real line.
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S1

S4

S2

S3

Figure 1.1: An intersection graph

De�nition 1.2 That is, G = (V;E) is an interval graph if and only if

there is an assignment J of a real line J(u) to each u 2 V such that 8(u 6=

v) 2 V .

(u; v) 2 E(G)() J(u) \ J(v) 6= ;

De�nition 1.3 If the intervals of a real line have unit lengths, then we call

the graph a unit interval graph

De�nition 1.4 A proper interval graph is constructed from a family of

intervals on a line such that no interval properly contains another.

In 1969 Roberts showed that that a graph is unit interval graph i� it is a

proper interval graph.

Example. See Fig.1.2

Note that Fig.1.3 is an important example, an interval assignment for a

cycle graph with number of arcs k � 4 does not exist.

Consider the following generalizations of the notion of intervals in line,

circular-arc graphs.

De�nition 1.5 We call a graph a circular-arc graph if it is an intersec-

tion graph of a family of arcs in a circle.
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Figure 1.2: An interval graph and interval assignment for it
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34

Figure 1.3: An interval assignment for graph G2 does not exist
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Figure 1.4: A circular-arc graph and interval assignment of it

We give an illustration in Fig.1.4.

Interval graphs possess a lot of properties. Here we mention some of

them. The hereditary property : An induced graph of an interval graph is an

interval graph.
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De�nition 1.6 The triangulated graph property: Every simple cycle

of length strictly greater than three possesses a chord.Graphs which satisfy

this property are triangulated graphs.

Theorem 1.1 Hajos 1958.An interval graph satis�es the triangulated graph

property

De�nition 1.7 The transitive orientation property:Graph G=(V,E)

satis�es the following condition:

(ab 2 E and bc 2 E) imply bc 2 E (8a; b; c 2 V )

If the graph satis�es the transitive orientation property it is called com-

parability digraph.

Theorem 1.2 Ghouila,Houri 1968. The complement of an interval graph

satis�es the transitive orientation property

Now we will meet the �rst important theorem on interval graphs.

Theorem 1.3 Gilmore,Ho�man 1964. An undirected graph G is an interval

graph i� G is a triangulated graph and its complement G is a comparability

graph.

We illustrate the theorem in the Fig.1.5.

Let explain the notations that we will use in the next theorem.

De�nition 1.8 A graph is complete if every two distinct nodes are adja-

cent.

De�nition 1.9 A complete subgraph or graph is usually denoted by Kn, and

is called a clique of size n.
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a
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Figure 1.5: Graph G, transitive orientation of the complementary of G, and

interval assignment of G.

De�nition 1.10 The clique matrix of graph G=(V,E) is a (0,1) matrix

that satis�es the following; if we put the vertices V=1,2,...n in the columns

and C1; C2; ::Cn that are all the maximal cliques numbered arbitrarily in the

rows then aij = 1 i� j 2 Ci.

See the Fig 1.8 for example of clique matrix.

De�nition 1.11 A (0,1) matrix A has the consecutive ones property

(for rows) if ones in each row appear consecutively or the columns of A can

be permuted so that ones in each row appear consecutively.

For convenience we say that A is C1P. We give one example of the

matrices with consecutive ones property in Fig 1.6.
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0
BBBBBBBB@

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 1 0

0 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 0

0 0 1 1 0 0

0 1 1 0 0 0

1
CCCCCCCCA

Figure 1.6: An example of matrix with consecutive ones property for rows

0
BBBBBBBB@

1 1 0 0 0 1

1 1 0 0 1 1

1 1 1 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 1 1 1

1
CCCCCCCCA

Figure 1.7: An example of matrix with circular ones property

Theorem 1.4 Fulkerson,Gross 1965.An undirected graph is interval i� its

clique matrix has the consecutive ones property.

We give a simple illustration of the theorem in Fig 1.8.

De�nition 1.12 A (0,1) matrix A has the circular ones property (for

rows) if ones in each row appear in a circular consecutive order or the columns

of A can be permuted so that ones in each row appear circular in a consecutive

order.

In order to understand clearly the de�nition above, imagine a matrix

wrapped around a cylinder. We give one example of matrix with circular

ones property in Fig 1.7. We give only one theorem on circular-arc interval

graphs as we will mention them very rarely in the upcoming study.

De�nition 1.13 The adjacency matrix A(G) of graph G = (V;E) and a

vertex ordering of V is the (0,1) matrix where each entry aij satis�es:

aij =

(
1 if vivj 2 E

0 otherwise
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De�nition 1.14 If M is an n by n matrix and the entries of main diagonal

are all 0, then the augmented matrix M� to M is obtained by M by

adding 1's along the main diagonal.

Theorem 1.5 Tucker 1970. If the augmented adjacency matrix A�(G) of G

has the circular ones property for columns, then G is a circular-arc graph.

No proof, but note that the converse is not true.

2

3

4

5

0

6 71

1 2 3 4 5 6 7vertices

{1,2,3}

{2,3,4,5}

{3,4,5,6}

{6,7}

1 1 1 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 0 00

1 1 1 10 0 0

1 10 0 0 0

Figure 1.8: A graph and its clique matrix that has the consecutive ones

property

De�nition 1.15 In undirected graph G is, a triplet of vertices (x,y,z) is

called asteroidal triplet if G(x;y;z) is stable (= vertices(x,y,z) are not ad-

jacent with each other) and for each pair from (x,y,z) it exists a path between

these two vertices which does not pass through neighbors (=set of adjacent

vertices) of the third.

We have de�ned triangulated graphs. Triangulated graphs can be also

called chordal graphs.
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Theorem 1.6 Lekkerkerker,Boland 1962.G is interval graph i� it is chordal

and asteroidal triplet free.

Proof: Only )

Suppose we have an interval graph G and (x,y,z) is an asteroidal triplet.

As G interval there exists a sequence of the intervals z = v1; :::vk = x such

that 8 1 � i � k�1 we haveIvi\Ivi+1 6= ;. On the other hand if 9 2 � j � k�1

such that Iy \ Ivi 6= ;. So there is no path between x and z that does not

cross the neighbor of y. This is equivalent to the fact that (x,y,z) is not a

asteroidal triplet, so we have a contradiction.We illustrate the proof in the

Fig.1.7

zI

I

Iz

y

Figure 1.9: Example of Lekkerkerker-Boland theorem

1.2 Tucker structure theorem on matrices with

consecutive ones property and interval graphs

The reference and �gures of this section are taken from [T2]. We have al-

ready de�ned what is the matrices with C1P. Let give another formulation

by simply considering bipartite graphs and asteroidal triplets. Given an

mn (0,1) matrix M, we can associate with it an un-oriented bipartite graph

G = (V1; V2; A) where V1 and V2 are sets of vertices and A is the symmetric

adjacency matrices. relation de�ned in V1V2, such that,

De�nition 1.16 A is the symmetric adjacency matrix. The relation de�ned

in V1V2 is such that,

xi 2 V1; yi 2 V2 () xiAyj () ai;j = 1

De�nition 1.17 The consecutive ones property for columns has an equiv-

alent formulation in G, namely, the vertices of V1 can be ordered so that,

for each x in V2 , N(x) = y : xAy is a consecutive set of vertices in V1 or

N(x) = ;. We call such an ordering V1 consecutive arrangement of G
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We will give some simple notations and go on with some important theo-

rems. Given the connected bipartite graph G = (V1; V2; A), we de�ne d(x,y)

to be the length of the shortest path from x to y. We de�ne Æ(G) the V1-

diameter of G, to be.

Æ(G) = sup d(x; y) x; y 2 V1

When x; y 2 V1 and d(x; y) = Æ(G), then x and y are called V1 diameter

points of G. Note that the V1 diameter is always even as we are moving in the

bipartite graph among vertices of V1. We write G-x to denote the subgraph

of G obtained by deleting vertex x and edges adjacent to x.

Lemma 1.1 Tucker 1972. If G = (V1; V2; A) is a connected bipartite graph

and x is a V1diameter point of G, then G-x is connected.

Lemma 1.2 Tucker 1972. Let G = (V1; V2; A) be a connected bipartite graph

where v1 contains no asteroidal triple of G, and let p be a V1-diameter point

of G. Suppose G-p has V1-consecutive arrangement R in which x and y are

the left and right end vertices respectively. Then, d(x; p) = Æ(G) or d(y; p) =

Æ(G].

We omit the proof

Theorem 1.7 Tucker 1972. A bipartite graph G = (V1; V2; A) has a V1
consecutive arrangement i� V1 contains no asteroidal triplet of G.

We omit the proof but see the similarity with Lekkerkerker-Boland Theo-

rem 1.6

Theorem 1.8 Tucker 1972. A bipartite graph G = (V1; V2; A); V1 contains

no asteroidal triplet of G i� V1 contains none of the bipartite subgraphs

An;Bn; Cn; D;E in Fig 1.10.

Proof:

First we need some de�nitions:
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De�nition 1.18 A graph G(V,A) is said to be strongly connected if 8x; y 2

V there exists a path �1(x; y) and a path �2(y; x).

De�nition 1.19 A graph G is called minimal if it is strongly connected

and the removal of any arcs destroy the strongly connected property.

We will give the proof partially and try to clarify the general mechanism

of it.

The necessity is obvious. For suÆciency, it is clearly enough to prove the

theorem for a minimal G. That is, we assume that in every proper bipartite

subgraph G0 = (V 0

1 ; V
0

2 ; A) of G, V
0

1 contains no asteroidal triple.

Let Pxy be a primitive (chordless) path from x to y not adjacent to z, so

an asteroidal triple. De�ne Pxz and Pyz in the same way. By minimality of

G, these three paths contain all vertices in G. The main idea of the proof is:

this asteroidal triple has to be one of the form of Fig 1.10.

Let (r; P1; s1; s2; P2; t) denote the path (or circuit if rAt) obtained by

following the path P1 (perhaps in reverse direction) from r to s1, then passing

to s2, and then along P2 to t.

Observe that the minimality of G excludes the possibility of the sort: for

some r in Pyz, x,y,z are asteroidal triple of G � r because there is a path P

in G � r from y to z no adjacent to x, for short we say \P replaces Pyz in

G� r".

Let x,y,z be named so that jPyzj � max(jPxyj; jPxzj).

1) It is obvious then if jPyzj = 2 there results an I1 graph of Fig 1.10.

2) So we assume that jPyzj > 2 and let (q0; r1; q1; r2; :::rn; qn) where q0 =

y and qn = z. Suppose a vertex p1 on Pxy � Pxz is adjacent to some p2
on Pxz � Pxy. Let such p1 be as close as possible to x. Then the circuit

(p1; Pxy; x; Pyz; p2) is an In graph of Fig 1.10 if it does not happen that p1 (or

p2) is adjacent to x and the other is distance two from x.

3) Suppose p2Ax and Pyz = (x; t; p1; :::p1; y). See Fig 1.11. Now p2Az (i.e.,

Pxz = (x; p2; z)) or else (x; p2; p1; Pxy; y) replaces Pxy in G� t. Next note that

p1 is adjacent to Pyz or else p1,y,z are an asteroidal triple in G � x. But if

p1Ari for i > 1 , we then get a path which replaces Pxz in G�p2. Thus p1Ar1
and we have an In (see Fig 1.10) subgraph of the form (p1; r1; Pyz; qk; p2) or

else p2Aqi, 0 < i � n and then (x; t; p1; p2; y; r1; q1; r2; q2; y) form a V graph,

(see Fig 1.10) with y,x,q2 being the asteroidal triple.

The rest of the proof is going to deal with all possible positions in graph

G of p1 and p2, proving that any way comes out to a graph of Fig 1.10

so we omit the rest of the proof.
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Figure 1.10: x,y,z are asteroidal triples in each graph

Theorem 1.9 Tucker 1972. A bipartite graph G = (V1; V2; A) has V1 consec-

utive arrangement i� G contains none of the bipartite subgraphs An,Bn,Cn,D,E.

in Fig 1.10.

No proof

Theorem 1.10 Tucker 1972.The (0,1) matrix M has the consecutive ones

property for columns i� no sub-matrix of M is a member of con�gurations

M(An);M(Bn);M(Cn) M(D);M(E) in Fig 1.12. .
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r1                                   r2                                     r3

t                                  x

p1
p2

z    y

Figure 1.11: Bipartite graph containing a V bipartite subgraph

The main idea of the theorem is to use Theorem 8 and the Fulkerson Gross

theorem on interval graphs while keeping in mind that M1,M2,M3,M4,M5 are

the clique-vertex matrix of graphs that contain asteroidal triple of Fig. 1.10.

According to the Lekkerker Boland theorem this is a condition for not being

interval graph.

Theorem 1.11 Tucker 1972.A bipartite graph G = (V1; V2; A) has V1 and

V2 consecutive arrangement i� G contains none of the bipartite subgraphs

An;B1; B2; C1; C2; C3 or their transposes in Fig 1.10.

Observe that the An subgraph for n � 2, the Bn graphs for n � 3 and

the C4 subgraph all contain the transpose of the A1 subgraph. Hence this

theorem follows from Theorem 1.8.

Theorem 1.12 Tucker 1972. The (0,1) matrix M has the consecutive ones

property for rows and columns i� no submatrix of M, or transpose of M is a

member of con�guration M(An);M(B1);M(B2);M(C1);M(C2);M(C3) in

Fig 1.12

It comes out immediately from from Theorem 1.10 and Theorem 1.11.
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M(An) =

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

1 0 0 0 0 1

1 1 0 0 : : : 0

0 1 1 0 : : : 0

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

0 : : : 0 1 1 0

0 0 : : : 0 1 1

0 0 : : : : : : 1 1

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA
M(Bn) =

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

1 0 0 0 1 0

1 1 0 : : : 1 1

0 1 1 : : : 1 1

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

0 : : : 0 1 1 1

0 0 : : : 0 0 1

0 0 0 : : : 1 1

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA

M(Cn) =

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

1 0 0 : : : 0 0

1 1 0 : : : 0 1

0 1 1 : : : 0 1

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

0 : : : 0 1 1 1

0 0 : : : 0 1 0

0 0 0 : : : 0 1

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA

M(D) =

0
BBBBBBBB@

1 0 0 0

1 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

0 1 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 1

1
CCCCCCCCA
M(E) =

0
BBBBBB@

1 1 0 1

1 1 0 0

0 1 1 0

0 1 1 1

0 0 0 1

1
CCCCCCA

Figure 1.12: Forbidden Tucker's matrices
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1.3 Characterization of unit interval graphs

and proper interval graphs

The reference and �gures of this section are from [S1]. We have de�ned

before what unit and proper interval graphs are. Now we will mentioned

some essential results on unit and proper interval graphs and their connection

to matrix with consecutive ones property.

Theorem 1.13 Roberts 1969.Let G = (V;E) be an undirected graph. The

following are equivalent:

(1)There exists a real valued function u : V ! R such that 8xy 2 V; x 6=

y; xy 2 E () ju(x)� u(y)j < 1

(2)G is a proper interval graph

(3)G is a unit interval graph

(4)G is an interval graph that doesn't contain an induced K3
1 .

We will partially give the proof.

1) 6

Let u be a function that satis�es (1).We will match to each vertex x 2 V

an open interval Ix = [u(x)� 1=2; u(x)� 1=2].Then:

8x; yjx 6= y; Ix \ Iy 6= ; () ju(x)� u(y)j < 1 () xy 2 E

Therefore the [Ix]x2V is a unit interval realization of G.

2) 3

In a unit interval realization of G, no interval can properly contain an-

other, because they all have lengths 1. Therefore this realization will be

proper.

2) 4

Let [Ix]x2V be a proper interval realization of G. Suppose G contains an

induced subgraph G(y;z1;z2;z3) isomorphic to K3
1 where (z1; z2; z3) is a stable

set and y is adjacent to each zi. Without loss of generality, suppose that

Iz1 < Iz2 < Iz2. Then Iy must properly contain Iz2 , a contradiction.Thus G

can not contain an induced copy of K3
1 .

We omit the rest of the proof.

Let G(V;E) be a unit interval graph. Then all the following are equiva-

lent:

19



� The clique matrix of G satis�es the consecutive ones property

for rows and columns,Roberts 1968

� Let A�(G) be the adjacency matrix of G when 1's are added on

the diagonal, then A�(G) satis�es then consecutive 1's property

for columns,Roberts 1968.

� G is triangulated and it doesn't contain as an induced subgraph any of

the graphs of Fig. 1.10,Wegner 1967

No proof.

Figure 1.13: Forbidden graphs of Wegner,1967

1.4 Interval digraphs matrices with the con-

secutive ones property and matrices re-

lated to them

The reference of this section and �gures belong to [SSRW],[SDRW] and

[LSW]. In the following part we will introduce interval digraphs or inter-

val directed graphs and their connection to matrices with the consecutive

property or matrices related to them.

De�nition 1.20 A digraph is Ferrers digraphs or Ferrers relations i�

when a,b and c,d edge of Ferrers digraph implies a,d or c,b is edge of digraph

too.

20



Note that being a Ferrers digraphs is equivalent with the fact that, the

rows and columns of the adjacency matrix of Ferrers digraph can be inde-

pendently permuted so that the positions of 1's forms a Ferrers diagram.We

explain that the ones in Ferrers diagram can be placed in a low left corner

in such a way that every position below or left to each 1's is again 1.

Theorem 1.14 Sen,Das,Row,West 1989. For a digraph D the following are

equivalent:

(a) D is a interval digraph

(b) The rows of A(D) can be (independently) permuted so that each 0 can

be replaced by one of (R,C) in such a way that every R has only R's to the

right and every C has only C's below it.

(c) D is the intersection of two Ferrers digraphs whose union is complete.

The matrix that satis�es the (b) has partitionable zeros property.

A(D) is just the adjacency matrix mentioned before.

We give a complete proof of the theorem above as it is especially impor-

tant for connection of the digraphs with matrices with consecutive property

and matrices related to them. Throughout the proof we will use di�erent

symbols so we will again give the de�nition of intersection graph and interval

graph. We de�ne the intersection digraph as the family of ordered pairs of

sets in the digraph such that:

u; v 2 E () Su \ Tv 6= ; when

Su is source set

Tv is the terminal set or sink set

In the case of an interval digraph Su and Tv are sets of intervals on real

line.

Proof:

1 A) B

Consider an interval representation of D, with vertex v assigned to source

set Sv [a(v); b(v)] and sink set Tu [c(v); d(v)]. Order the rows and columns of

A(D) as u1; :::::un and w1; :::::; wn. If the entry i,j of the resulting matrix is 0,

then a(ui) > d(wj) or c(wj) < b(ui), but a(v) � b(v) and c(v) � d(v) implies

that the two �rst inequalities can not both hold. Relabel the position by C

21



if a(ui) > d(wj) and R if c(wj) < b(ui). Since a's and c's increase with index

the �rst inequality will continue to hold below this entry and the second to

the right of this entry.

2 B ) C

Let Q1; Q2 denote the sets of edges of �D corresponding to positions of

M labelled R,C, respectively. Let F1; F2 be digraphs de�ned by E(Fi) =

D [Qi. Then F1; F2 are Ferrer's digraphs whose intersection is D and union

is complete.

3. C ) A

We will work with the complements of F1; F2, which we shall call H1; H2,

whose union is �D and the intersection is empty. Note from the

adjacency matrix that the complement of Ferrers digraph is again a Fer-

rers

digraph.

Let (A0; ::::Ap�1) be the source partition for H1 and let (D1; ::::Dp) be its

terminal partition. Note that A0; Dp can be empty. Let (C0; ::::Cq�1) be the

source partition for H2 let (B1; ::::Bp) be its terminal partition. Note that

C0; Bp can be empty. It is important to notice that:

u; v 2 H1 () i � l where u 2 Ai and v 2 Bl

u; v 2 H2 () j � k where u 2 Bj and v 2 Ck

We will construct an interval representation of D by assigning to the ver-

tex v the intervals Sv = [a(v); b(v)],Tv = [c(v); d(v)] where [a(v); b(v); c(v); d(v)] =

(ai; bj; ck; dl) if v 2 Ai; Bj; Ck; Dl The Sv; Tv are intervals that have to satisfy:

� ai < bj and ck < dl if v 2 Ai [Bj and v 2 Ck [Dl

� u; v 2 D () a(u) � d(v) and b(u) � c(v)

� u; v =2 H1 [H2 () u; v 2 �H1 \
�H2 () u; v 2 D ()

() (a,d satisfy ai � dl for i < l and b,c satisfy bj � ck for j > l)

To achieve the third request it suÆces that a,b,c,d are strictly increasing

sequences with ai = di+1 and ci = bi+18i � 1. To construct the sequences of

Sv; Tv we create a directed graph M corresponding to set of partitions. Begin

with directed paths (A0; ::::Ap�1), (B1; ::::Bp),(C0; ::::Cq�1) and (D1; ::::Dp).
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Add edges AiBj when Ai \ Bj 6= ;,CkDl when Ck \ Dl 6= ;, BiCi for 1 �

i � q � 1,D� iAi for 1 � i � p� 1. It is essential to bear in mind that M is

acyclic.

Note:Try to prove that for having a cycle we need H1 and H2 to be

connected but this is a contradiction. Since M is acyclic there exists an

integer numbering: f : V (M) ! N called a \topological ordering" (N is

natural number set) such that xy 2 E(M)) f(y) > f(x).

It remains only to show that f(Ai) = f(Di)+1 and f(Ci) = f(Bi)+1; the

desired sequences a,b,c,d then appear in value of f. The natural algorithm

is to assign a vertex X the number t if the longest path ending at X has t

vertices. We prove that f(Ci) = f(Bi) + 1; the same argument works to

show f(Ai) = f(Di) + 1 also. For any Ci with i � 1 the predecessors are

Ci�1 and Bi. For any path ending at Bi we can extend it to Ci, and we have

f(Ci) = f(Bi) + 1. For the opposite inequality, we consider a longest path

ending at Ci. We can go back to Bi as BiCi is an edge so f(Bi) = f(Ci)� 1.

The proof is completed.

We give some de�nitions of new notations and later introduce some im-

portant theorems concerning the consecutive ones property.

De�nition 1.21 A generalized complete bipartite subdigraph (abbreviated GBS)

is a subgraph generated by vertex sets X,Y whose edges are all xy such that

x 2 X; y 2 Y .

We say generalized because sets X,Y need not to be disjoint which

means loop may arise.

Let B = (Xk; Yk) be a collection of GBS's whose union is D. We de�ne

the vertex-source incidence matrix for B (abbreviated V,X-matrix) to be the

incidence matrix between the vertices and source sets Xk. We de�ne the

vertex-terminus incidence matrix for B (abbreviated V,Y-matrix) to be the

incidence matrix between the vertices and termin sets Yk. Now we give an

important characterization of interval digraphs.

Theorem 1.15 Sen,Das,Row,West 1989. D is an interval i� there is num-

bering of GBS's in some covering B of D such that ones in rows appears

consecutively for both V,X-matrix and V,Y-matrix of D.

The main idea of suÆciency (proof) comes out in this way. Look closely

the V,X-matrix and V,Y-matrix of D. If they posses the consecutive ones
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L =

0
BBBBBBBB@

1 R R R R R

1 1 R R R R

C 1 1 R R R

C C 1 1 R R

C C C 1 1 R

C C C C 1 1

1
CCCCCCCCA

Figure 1.14: Example of the matrix that has the monotone consecutive ar-

rangement

property then the digraph that come out is the interval digraph For necessity

try to see that every GBS can be seen as an interval digraph that brings the

consecutive ones property for V,X-matrix and V,Y-matrix of D.

To obtain a proper set of intervals we need the resulting matrices to have

the proper consecutive ones property(for rows).

De�nition 1.22 The matrices have the proper consecutive ones property for

rows if there exists a column ordering so that the 1's in each row appear

consecutively and do not properly contain 1's in another row.

Theorem 1.16 Sen,Sanyal 1994. A digraph is a proper interval digraph i�

its edges can be covered by collection B of GBS's that can be indexed so that

ones in the rows of the V,X-matrix and in the rows V,Y-matrix exhibits the

proper consecutive ones property.

De�nition 1.23 Matrices with (0,1) has the monotone consecutive ar-

rangement if the rows of it can be (independently) permuted so that each 0

can be replaced by one of (R,C) in such way that every R has only R's to the

right and above it and every C has only C's to the left and below it.

We give a example of a matrix that has the monotone consecutive ar-

rangement in Fig 1.14:
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Lemma 1.3 Sen,Sanyal 1994. A 0,1-matrix with nonzero rows has a mono-

tone consecutive arrangement i� it has independent row permutations such

that 1's appear consecutively in each row and the values (ai) and (bi) de-

noting the initial column and �nal column of interval of 1's in row i satisfy

a1 � ::: � an and b1 � ::: � bn

Let describe the main idea of the lemma. Let aij = 0 and let label it C

if j < ai and R if j > bi. By construction, the labelling is satis�ed in rows,

and monotonicity of sequences guarantees that it is satis�ed in columns.

Theorem 1.17 Sen,Sanyal 1994.If D(V,E) is a digraph, the following con-

ditions are equivalent:

(a) D is a unit interval digraph.

(b) D is a proper interval digraph.

(c) The adjacency matrix of D has the monotone consecutive arrange-

ment.

See the similarity with the Theorem 1.13.

Proof:

We prove only a) b and b) c as the rest of proof is lengthy so we will

omit it.

a) b

In unit interval realization of D, no interval can properly contain another,

because they all have lengths 1. Therefore this realization will be proper.

b) c

By previous theorem we have a collection B = (Xk; Yk) of GBS's that

cover D such that, for V,X and V,Y-matrix the 1's in each row appear con-

secutively and do not properly contain 1's in another row. We may assume

that each row has 1's otherwise we put in the end rows only with 0 so that

they do not a�ect the monotone consecutive arrangement.

Let a(v),b(v) denote the �rst and last column containing 1 in the row of

the V,X-matrix corresponding to v;similarly de�ne c(v),d(v) from the V,Y-

matrix.

Index the vertices u1; ::::::un so that a(u1) � ::::: � a(un);the proper

consecutive ones property also implies that b(u1) � ::::: � b(un). Similarly,

index them as v1; ::::::vn so that c(u1) � ::::: � c(un) and d(u1) � ::::: � d(un).

Let ai = a(ui); bi = b(ui); ci = c(ui); di = d(ui).
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F1 =

0
B@

1 1 1 0

0 1 1 1

0 0 1 0

1
CAF2 =

0
B@

1 1 0 0

1 1 1 1

0 1 1 0

1
CAF3 =

0
B@

1 1 0 0

1 0 1 0

1 0 0 1

1
CA

Figure 1.15: Three forbidden matrices of theorem Lin,West 1995

We may assume that all sink sets and all source sets are not empty. We

claim that the row ordering u1; ::::::un and column ordering v1; ::::::vn of the

adjacency matrix exhibits the monotone consecutive arrangement. The edges

with tail ui are covered by the GBS's with source sets Xai
[ :::: [Xbi

; hence

the successors of ui are Yai [ :::: [ Ybi; Let �i = min[j : ai 2 (cj; dj)] and

�i = max[j : bi 2 (cj; dj)]. The proper consecutive ones property of the V,Y-

matrix (lack of zeros except possibly only at the end) implies that the ones

in the row i of the adjacency matrix are [j : �i � j � �i]. It also implies that

�i � �i+1 because ai � ai+1 and �i � �i+1 because bi � bi+1.That completes

the part of the proof that we intended to do.

Theorem 1.18 Lin,West 1995. A zero partitionable matrix has an mono-

tone consecutive arrangement(MCA) i� does not contain one of the three

forbidden submatrices or their transposes in Fig 1.15

No proof, but we would like only to stress that matrix F3 is the incidence

matrix for the graph K3
1 mention before in theorem of Roberts, 1968 that is

interval graph so has the consecutive ones property for columns but not for

rows as K3
1 is not unit interval graph.

We have already mentioned the matrices that are zero partitionable (or

weak monotone consecutive arrangement(MCA)) and we have given de�ni-

tion for matrices with the monotone consecutive arrangement. We will repeat

the de�nition for matrices that are zero partitionable as we want to introduce

a classi�cation of Lin, Sen, West (1997) of above matrices and connection

with matrices with consecutive ones property for rows, columns or for both

rows and columns. It is small di�erence of classi�cation of Lin, Sen, West

(1997) and our classi�cation, we include in our classi�cation a new type of

matrices the so-called zero partitionable transpose, see Def 1.25.
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Q =

0
BBBBBBBB@

1 R R R R R

1 1 R R R R

C 1 1 1 1 R

C 1 1 1 R R

C 1 C 1 1 R

C C C C 1 1

1
CCCCCCCCA

Figure 1.16: Example of matrix that is zero partitionable

De�nition 1.24 Matrices with (0,1) is zero partitionable if the rows of

it can be (independently) permuted so that each 0 can be replaced by one of

(R,C) in such way that every R has only R's to the right and every C has

only C's below it.

We give a example of a matrix that is zero partitionable in Fig 1.16:

Note that a matrix with consecutive ones property for rows is zero parti-

tionable, for this we need only to list the rows in nondecreasing order of the

position of their left most ones. It is simple to note that the inverse is not

true, the example in Fig 1.16 makes it clear.

We will introduce another type of matrices, the transpose matrices of zero

partitionable. We call this matrix the zero partitionable transpose.

De�nition 1.25 Matrices with (0,1) is zero partitionable transpose if

the rows of it can be (independently) permuted so that each 0 can be replaced

by one of (R,C) in such way that every R has only R's above it and every C

has only C's to left of it.

We are not going to give an example on matrices that are zero parti-

tionable transpose, but transpose of matrix in Fig 1.16 is zero partitionable

transpose Note that a matrix with consecutive ones property for columns is

zero partitionable transpose, for this we need only to list the rows in nonde-

creasing order of the position of their left most ones. It is simple to note that

the inverse is not true, check the transpose of matrix in Fig 1.16.

See Def 1.23 for matrices with (0,1) that have the monotone consecu-

tive arrangement.
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N =

0
B@

1 1 0 0

1 1 1 1

0 1 1 0

1
CA

Figure 1.17: Matrix N

It is worthwhile to note that monotone consecutive arrangement implies

the consecutive ones property for rows and columns but the inverse does not

hold. We illustrate it with one example.

The matrix N in Fig 1.17 has consecutive ones property for rows and

columns but it does not have the monotone consecutive arrangement prop-

erty. Let give a direct and simple proof of it. By symmetry of v1 and v3 in

the digraph represented by matrix N, we may assume that 0 position (1,3)

is labelled R and 0 in position (3,1) is labelled C. Note that row 2 has all

1's so must be under row 1 and over row 3 in any monotone consecutive

arrangement. It is clear that position (3,4) can not be neither C nor R that

complete the proof.

Let give a symbol to every class of matrices:

I zero partitionable

T zero partitionable transpose

R having the consecutive ones property for rows

C having the consecutive ones property for columns

B having the consecutive ones property for rows and columns

U having the monotone consecutive arrangement

Based in what we have said up to know we can say:

I,T � R,C � B � U

We introduce the classi�cation in diagram of Fig 1.18:
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T

U

B

R C

  I

Figure 1.18: Classi�cation diagram for matrices with the consecutive ones

property and matrices related to them
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Chapter 2

Application of Interval Graphs

The aim of this chapter is to give a general view of the application of interval

graphs and the consecutive ones property on di�erent �elds

2.1 Application to traÆc light control

We refer in this section to [R1],[R3] and [St]. Let us consider the problem of

phasing traÆc signals at simple intersection. We can assign to each traÆc

stream a given interval time during which it has green light. This can be done

by circular-arc interval graphs, recall Def. 1.5. We shall suppose only the

simple situation where the light is either green or red. Now certain certain

streams are compatible: those which are not in collision course or there are

not too much of hazard or causes for delay. For example in Fig 2.1 traÆc

stream 1 is compatible with traÆc stream 2 but not with traÆc stream 5

that would collide with it.

It is up to traÆc engineer to make decisions about compatibility before

traÆc lights are phased. Made up this decision the main point is that if

two streams are compatible, the corresponding green lights may overlap. An

assignment to each traÆc stream of an arc to clock circle is called a feasible

green light assignment if only compatible traÆc streams get overlapping arcs.

How does one �nd a feasible assignment?

Before describing the proceeding to �nd a feasible assignment we de�ne

what is spanning subgraph.

De�nition 2.1 The graph H is called spanning subgraph of G if they have

the same set of vertices.
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7

1

5

6

     2

  4 3

8

Figure 2.1: Sketch of a traÆc intersection

We can �nd a feasible assignment in three following steps:

1)Let us draw a graph compatible graph G such that, the vertices of it

represent the traÆc streams, and two vertices are joined if and only if they

represent the compatible traÆc stream.

2)We get the spanning subgraph H of G in such way that we can have a

circular-arc interval graph representation of H. Note the G can not happen

to be interval graph as in Fig 2.2.

3)Draw the circular-arc representation of G that is a feasible assignment

too.

We illustrate these three steps in Fig. 2.2.

But not every feasible assignment is eÆcient. First we have to de�ne

what does mean eÆciency for us. In the case of isolated traÆc intersection

eÆciency can be the minimization of total waiting times that equals the
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8

1                             2                5                              6

1

2

5

6

1                               2               5                               6

G

H

P

 4                              3                 8                             7

4                                3              8                               7

3

4

7

Figure 2.2: Compatible graph G of traÆc intersection of Fig. 2.1, graph H

that is spanning graph of G and graph P that is circular-arc interval graph

representation of H

minimization of the sum of the total red light in given cycle.

In any case, to �nd an eÆcient green light assignment, an e�ective pro-

cedure is the following:

1)Given the compatibility graph G, �nd all the circular-arc interval span-

ning subgraphs H of graph G.

2)For each such subgraph H, �nd a green light assignment which is the

most eÆcient in the sense described above (minimization of total waiting

times)

3)Find the most eÆcient of these assignment.

Step (1) and (3) are trivial, so will go into details for step (2). In order to

�nd the to �nd the most eÆcient green light assignment,�rst we �nd all max-

imal cliques of H, K1; K2; :::Kj. We put the maximal cliques in consecutive

ranking such that:
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u is an edge and u 2 Ki; u 2 Kj and i < j then 8(i < r < j)) u 2 Kr

Note that each maximal cliques Ki correspond to phase during which

all traÆc streams making up it receive green light. Phase Ki has a certain

duration di, which has to be determined. If we know that traÆc stream u

appears in all consecutive maximal cliques Ki; Ki+1:::Kj. Thus u receives

the green light just as a phase Ki begins and remains green all the phases

through Kj equals to di + di+1 + :::dj. If K1 starts at time 0, then Ki starts

at time d1+d2+ :::di�1, and so traÆc stream u receives a green light interval:

(d1 + d2 + :::di�1; d1 + d2 + :::dj)

The most eÆcient assignment for di for a given ranking of maximal cliques

is discovered by linear programming procedure. It is easy to see that di's

has to satisfy certain inequalities (constrains) and we wish to minimize the

quantities expressible in terms of di's that is total waiting times. (objective

function). That makes clear that we come out with linear programming

problem.

We illustrate the procedure with one example.

Consider the graph H of Fig. 2.2. The maximal cliques for this graph

are K=(1,2),L=(2,3),M=(3,4),N=(5,6), O=(6,7),P=(7,8). It is easy to see

that the maximal cliques are in the consecutive ranking. We wish to assign

duration d1 to K, d2 to L, d3 to M, d4 to N, d5 to O, d6 to P. So the total

green time for all phases is equal to (d1 + d2 + d3 + d4 + d5 + d6). TraÆc

stream 1 is only in maximal cliques K, so it is green during interval (0,d1).

The traÆc stream 2 is in L and M, so 2 is green during interval (d1; d1+ d2).

Other green lights are shown in the Table 2.1. In the Table 2.1 we use the

following symbols: Ts.=TraÆc stream, Maximal cliques=Max.Cl, t=time.

Note in the table that Total red time in all streams = 6d1 + 6d2 + 6d3 +

6d4+6d5+6d6 If we �nd eÆcient that each traÆc stream is at least 8 seconds

and total red time for all traÆc streams is 64 seconds we come out with linear

programming:

d1 � 8 (total green time for traÆc stream 1)

d1 + d2 � 8 (total green time for traÆc stream 2)

d2 + d3 � 8 (total green time for traÆc stream 3)

d3 � 8 (total green time for traÆc stream 4)

d4 � 8 (total green time for traÆc stream 5)
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d4 + d5 � 8 (total green time for traÆc stream 6)

d5 + d6 � 8 (total green time for traÆc stream 7)

d6 � 8 (total green time for traÆc stream 8)

d1 + d2 + d3 + d4 + d5 + d6 = 64 (total green time for all phases )

min[6 � (d1+ d2+ d3+ d4+ d5+ d6)] (total red time for all traÆc streams)

Table 2.1. Green Light Interval for Subgraph H of Fig. 2.2.

Ts.u Max.Cl having u Green interval t for u Total green t Total red t

1 K (0,d1) d1 d2 + ::d6
2 K,L (0,d1 + d2) d1 + d2 d3 + ::d6
3 L,M (d1,d1 + d2 + d3) d2 + d3 d1 + d4::+ d6
4 M (d1 + d2,d1 + ::d3) d3 d1 + d2 + d4 + :: + d6
5 N (d1 + ::+ d3,d1 + :: + d4) d4 d1 + ::+ d3 + d5 + d6
6 N,P (d1 + ::+ d3,d1 + :: + d5) d4 + d5 d1 + ::+ d3 + d6
7 P,O (d1 + ::+ d4,d1 + :: + d6) d5 + d6 d1 + ::+ d4
8 O (d1 + ::+ d5,d1 + :: + d6) d6 d1 + ::+ d5

2.2 Application to action and events to inter-

val temporal logic

The reference for this section (and �gures) is taken from [AF] and [A]. First

we would like to say that the topic of action and events to interval temporal

logic is deep and wide but we are going to give only a general idea of it and

connection to interval graphs.

The �rst issue is what an event is. The events are the way by which we

classify certain useful and relevant patterns of change. A word "action" is

used many di�erent senses. For us, an action refers to something that person

or robot might do.

Representing and reasoning about dynamic aspects of the world essen-

tially about actions and events is a problem of interests to many di�erent

disciplines. A good understanding of action and events is important for fol-

lowing tasks:

� Prediction: Given a general order of action and events try to for-cast

what is most likely to happen.
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� Planning: Given a explanation of the world and the desired goal, �nd

a course of action what is most likely to achieve the goal.

� Explanation: Given a set of observation about the world, �nd the best

explanation of the data.

In the Fig 2.3 we give some axioms concerning structure of time (time

periods) and later on introduce one simple examples.

m

(1)                    i                              j                          k

(2)                   i                  j                k             l

Figure 2.3: The axiomatizations of time periods

First there are no beginning and ending of time and there are no semi

in�nite or in�nite time of periods. The axioms (1) just says that every period

has a period that meets it and another that it meets. It can be expressed in

following way:

8i 9j; k Meets(j,i) ^ Meets(j,k)

The axioms (2), periods can compose to produce a larger period. In

particular , for any two periods that meet, there is another period that is

\concatenation" of them. This can be axiomatized as follows:

8i; j; k; l: Meets(i,j) ^ Meets(j,k) ^ Meets(k,l) 9m Meets(i,m) ^ Meets(m,l)

It is clear in Fig 2.3 the similarity between the representations of the time

periods and interval graphs. There are more axioms on structure of time but

we are not interested on going further as it is obvious the connections between

structure of time (time periods axioms) and the interval graphs.

We would like to introduce events as objects in interval time logic. Sup-

pose we want to stack block x on to block y.We will give some new notation

that we need in our example.
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pre - "preconditions",conditions that must hold prior to event occurrence.

e� - conditions that must hold following the event.

con - conditions that must hold during the event.

t - time, On - the block x is already on block y e - event

STACK, Clear and Holding - have the same meaning as in usual language.

In temporal structure, the axiom de�ning the necessary conditions for

event's occurrence can be expressed as follows:

8x; y; t; e: STACK(x,y,t,e) �

Clear(x,pre1(e)) ^ Holding(x,con1(e)) ^ Clear(x,e�1(e)) ^

Clear(y,pre2(e)) ^ On(x,y,e�2(e)).

This axiom is shown graphically in Fig 2.4.

        Clear(y,pre2(e))                                       

STACK(x,y,t,e)

        Clear(x,pre1(e))                   Holding(x,con1(e))                            Clear(x,eff1(e))                                       

        On(x,y,eff2(e))                                       

Figure 2.4: The necessary conditions (axioms) for stacking x on y

The graphics res-ambles the interval graphs and here can be applied all

theoretical principles on interval graphs that we already have introduced.

2.3 Application of interval graphs on DNA

physical mapping

We take reference for this section (and �gures) from [S2] and [W]. Physical

mapping is the process of determining the relative position of landmarks

along the chromosome segments. The resulting maps are used as basis for

the DNA sequencing, and for the isolation and characterization of individual

genes or other DNA regions of interest.
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Given a long DNA segment it is relatively easy to produce large group of

DNA fragments known as clones. The process of creating the clones consists

of breaking several copies of DNA sequences in many locations, and then

cloning each of the fragments. One of the problem with the cloning process

is that the resulting fragments are obtained "out of order". This means that

it is diÆcult to reassemble the fragments in order to get a map of original

sequence. Moreover the cloning process does not ensure that a continuous

sequence of DNA can be reconstructed from the fragments.

An STS (Sequenced Tagged Site) probe or STS discriminator is a �lter

that can uniquely determines whether or not a speci�c short sequence of

DNA appears along any given (longer) sequence. The �lter can identify the

existence of the short sequence but provides no information to its location.

Running a number of STS probes against numerous clones results in a matrix

cellMi;j with the entry 1 representing a positive result of probe j against clone

i, and with the entry 0 representing a negative result of probe j against clone

i. In Fig 2.5 we have a example of ordered clones and the corresponding STS

probes. In Table 2.2 we represent the STS matrix.

  E                B                                         F                                    C                A                G                     D

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 2.5: Ordered clones and several STS probes
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Clones/Probes A B C D E F G

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0

2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

3 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

4 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

5 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

6 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

Table 2.2 Resulting STS matrix

The problem can be formulated in this way:

We have a set of elements U(probes) and a collection of subsets ' =

(S1; S2; :::; Sn); 8 : S1 � U . Find the set �(') of all permutations over

U along which every Si, is continuous. The formulation above is called

unique probes mapping problem.

The unique probes mapping problem is equivalent to the rearranging the

columns of the STS result matrix so that 1's in the rows are consecutive.

So we meet again the consecutive ones property. It is worthwhile to

notice unique probes mapping problem is quite the same with the Tucker's

formulation in Section 1.2. The problem of �nding the set of permutations of

�(') is well known problem in the computer science. A linear time algorithm

was presented in 1976 by Both and Lueker, the so called PQ- Tree algorithm.

The algorithm works good if there is no "noise" (errors). Unfortunately due

to the "real life" measurement errors the input matrix usually has either

extra or missing of 1's entries. In such cases the PQ-Tree algorithm does

not produce the best (minimum error) solution available. Another algorithm

represented by Wen, (1997) can work in presence of certain errors too.

Intuitively, it is clear that the problem of checking if graph is interval

graph is closely related of �nding the set �(') of all permutations over

U. The algorithm is based in Theorem 1.4 of Fulkerson, Gross, 1965. Recall

the the clique matrix in illustration of Theorem 1.4. By using one part of

PQ-Tree algorithm we can �nd a permutation of clique order satisfying the

requirement of Theorem 1.4 equivalently the clique matrix satisfying the

consecutive ones property. Note that construction of the clique matrix M

use the following property: An interval graph has O(n) maximal cliques and

these cliques can be found in O(n) time.

As mentioned above, solving the unique mapping problem can be done

quite easily in absence of noise. In the case of either missing edges (probe not
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identi�ed) or extra edges(probe identi�ed where it should not have been) the

resulting graph might not be an interval graph. The problem of creating an

interval graph from existing graph is known as the interval graph editing

problem.

2.4 Application of interval graph to ecology,

food webs and competition graphs

2.4.1 Ecological Phase Space

The reference of this section (and �gures) is from [R2], [Ra,Ro],[R1],[C] and

[DG]. The normal, healthy environment of a species of a species or animals or

plant can be characterized by considering upper and lower bounds on various

dimensions such as temperature,moisture,pH, etc. If k di�erent dimensions

are used, and upper and lower bounds are set in each dimension, the region in

k-dimensional Euclidean space of all points lying within the bounds on every

dimension is a k-dimensional rectangle with sides parallel to coordinate axes.

temperature t

moisture m pH p

Ecological niche

Figure 2.6: An example of ecological niche in three dimensions

Following Danzer and Grunbaun, we call such a region a box. This

region corresponds to what is called the species ecological niche. The k-

dimensional ecological space is called ecological phase space. A basic
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ecological principle is that two species compete if and only if their ecological

niches overlap. Joel Cohen has suggested the following problem: if we start

with an independent notion of competition, what is the minimum number

of dimensions which must be used to describe the ecological phase space in

which at least the the notion of competition is captured,i.e., in which exactly

the competing species have overlapping niches ?

2.4.2 Food webs, competition graph and boxity of it

We begin with one de�nition:

De�nition 2.2 A competition graph is undirected graph G = (V;E) that

satis�es:

1) have as vertices the species in an ecosystem

2) have and edge between two vertices only if the species represented by

those vertices compete

Joel Cohen suggested de�ning competition in an ecosystem as follows.

Start with food web for the ecosystem.

De�nition 2.3 A food web is a directed graph whose vertices are the species

of the system and has an arc from vertex u to vertex v if and only if u preys

on v.

Food webs will be assumed to be acyclic digraphs. Given a food web F,

we say that species u and v compete in food web if and only if they have the

same common prey. We illustrate with an example in Fig 2.7.

We assigned to every species want to �nd a number a box (ecological phase

space) B(u) in Euclidean k-space.

De�nition 2.4 The boxity of competition graph G is called the small-

est natural number k (the dimensions of Euclidean space) that satis�es :

8u; v 2 V ju 6= v ) (u; v) 2 G () B(u) \ B(v) 6= ;

We can generalize the notation of boxity k for general graph, then it is

essential to note that interval graphs are just a special case of graph

with boxity k = 1. Let remember the graph in Fig 1.3 that is just a circle

with length 4. Due to Theorem of Fulkerson and Gross is not an interval
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  Grass

  Eagle                                             Insect

Lion                        Rabbit                                 Grass                        Deer

Lion                                                              Eagle

Rabbit                                                       Insect

  Deer

Figure 2.7: A food web and competition graph of it

B(4)

1                                           2

3                                           4

B(3)

B(1)

B(2)

Figure 2.8: A graph circle 4 that is not interval graph but can be represented

as graph with boxity k = 2

graph, but it can represented as graph with boxity k = 2. We illustrate with

Fig 2.8.

Cohen and others have analyzed a number of competition graph from

food webs. Remarkably each of them has led to a competition graph with

boxity at most 1 (interval graph). But there are competition graph with

boxity greater than 1 even competition graph can have arbitrary large boxity

but it is not our goal to go further at this point.
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2.5 Application of interval graphs to schedul-

ing problems

The reference of this section (and �gures) belongs to [PY] and [S1] but we

want to note that the sketch of the proof of Lemma 2.1 is done in our own

way. We begin by giving a general view of notations needed.

De�nition 2.5 When E is set of edges of graph G, E�1 is set of edges re-

versal to set of edges E.

We construct two graphs, an oriented graph H = (V; P ) and an unori-

ented graph G = (V;E) as follows:

8x; yj x 6= y then we have (x; y) 2 P () x is preferred over y.

(x; y) 2 E () indi�erence is felt between x and y.

By de�nition graph (V; P +P�1+E) is complete. We de�ne H as having

no cycles and having the transition property (see Def. 1.7) . Note that

having cycles brings confusion for decision makers who must go around in

circle to �nd the best decision. On the other hand if x is preferred over y and

y is preferred over z it is very likely that x is preferred over z (=transition

property). Thus graph H is partial order.

De�nition 2.6 The incomparability graph of partial oder H = (V; P ) is a

graph G = (V;E) where,(u; v) 2 E () (u; v); (v; u) =2 P .

The complement of incomparability graph obviously has the transition

orientation property.

The problem we are going to face is as follows; given a set of n-unit

time tasks, each with release time and deadline, �nd a feasible schedule-in

which a task never starts before its release time or �nishes after its deadline-

minimizing the total number of steps during which at least one processor is

operating.

Lemma 2.1 A partial order G(V1; E1) is interval order i� its incomparability

graph C(V2; E2) is chordal.
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For partial order we refer to what we mentioned at the very beginning of

the section and in Def 2.6.

Sketch of the proof:

We know that all complements of incomparability graph have the transi-

tive orientation property. On the other hand our comparability graph C is

chordal. We are in condition of Gilmore-Ho�man Theorem 1.3 that brings

that our incomparability graph C is an interval graph.

We will point out that (C is interval graph) G is partial order of interval

order). This come out as two conditions below are equivalent:

1. [(x; y) 2 E2 ) we can assign intervals x,y that intersects with each

other] that means C is an interval graph.

2. [(x; y) =2 E2 ) (x; y) 2 E1]) (in interval representation of C, intervals

x and y are not intersected), that means G is a partial order, recall Def

2.6.

Note that important conclusion is that the interval representation of C

is partial order representation for G,( in sense of Def 2.6) then we can

schedule our tasks

We will introduce an example with graph G and graph C that is an

incomparability graph of graph G see Fig 2.9. It is worthwhile to see that :

1. each vertex represents a unit task.

2. in graph G if the vertex 2 is the endpoint of edges (1,2) and (3,2), this

means that task 2 has to be scheduled at least with one of tasks 3 or 1.

That means it exists one partial order that tasks 2 can be scheduled.

From now and on in stead of vertex sometime we use vertex-task.

3. in graph G each groups of the vertex-tasks that has to be scheduled in

queue can be represented by intervals in real line that do not intersect

(that means the time of those duties that have to be execute do not

overlap) with each other, that means an interval order among vertex-

tasks exists. Lemma 2.1 make sure us for existence of an interval order

between vertex-tasks.

4. interval representation of incomparability graph C is partial order for

our task schedule.
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interval representation of  C 

 1

3                  6

4

5 2

1

2

3 6

4

5

    1

2

3

   4

 5

6

graph C graph G 

Figure 2.9: Graph G, graph C that is the incomparability graph of G and

interval representation of C

Note that we introduce the graph C (incomparability of G) in order to

make clear that we are in conditions of Lemma 2.1, that means we are sure

that the partial order G has an interval order. Our example is a simple

application of Lemma 2.1 that the interval representation of C is a partial

order representation for vertex-task G,( in sense of Def 2.6) then we can

schedule our vertex-tasks.
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2.6 Application of interval graphs to radia-

tion therapy

The reference for this section and part of �gures are taken from [L]. We want

to mention that in the end of the section we present the similarity between the

interleaf motion constrains, consecutive ones matrices and interval graphs by

ourselves. Radiation therapy is commonly used means to �ght cancer when

the tumor can be localized and metastases have not been yet started to form.

Its purpose is to supply enough energy to tumor such that either clonogenic

cells are destroyed or tumor can at least be controlled in its growth. The

fact that the tumor surrounding organs (organs at risk) are in general very

sensitive to radiation therapy the treatment must be carefully handle.

In order to treat the patient with radiation therapy, the equipment called

multileaf collimator (MLC) are used. In order to control the irradiating area

piece of metal with low thickness (around 5-7 mm) are used. Those piece

of metal are called leaves. Two of those leaves are placed opposite to each

other. Each of the leaves is connected with linear motor by a metal band

and can move in the direction towards the other leaf or away of it. Such two

leaves are called a channel or a row. Placing several leaf pairs as described

above adjacent to each other we can shape a two dimensional area. The

blocked area does, theoretically, does not receive nay radiation at all. We

believe that Fig 2.6 and Fig 2.12 make clear what we said in this paragraph.

There are two di�erent methods of the MLC's usage which now will be

explained, dynamic and static.

2.6.1 Dynamic mode

The dynamic mode can be described as follows: The leaf pairs are positioned

at initial state and then the beam is turned on. Then the leaves move with

calculated, not necessarily constant, speed while the beams remains switch

on. Arranging the speed and the time that leaves move as well as the doserate

of radiation in time we can get the desired intensity pro�le, for example we

can get the following intensity pro�le (0; 1; 2; 1; 0; 0), �rst by putting initially

the left leaf to the left of columns 2 and right leaf to the right of column 4.

Move the leafs in the same time towards each other, one for 1 sec the other

for 2 sec, Speed = 0:5columns=sec; doserate = 1Gy=sec.

The dynamic mode is very hard problem and beyond our subject so we
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be blocked

be blocked

Areas which always will

Areas which always will

Figure 2.10: The discretized area seen from the beam's eye through the MLC

when all leaves are totally retracted. In this �gure the leaves are retracted

to the left and right side respectively.

are concerned with static mode.

2.6.2 Static mode

The mode is di�erent from the dynamic mode and exploit the fact that

doses delivered at di�erent times to the destination some up linearly. The

idea is to switch o� the beam while the leafs are moved to desired position.

Then, keeping the leaf pairs at this position the beam is switched on for a

certain time in order to irradiate area, which is not blocked by the MLC leaf

pairs. The procedure is repeated until the required intensity pro�le has been

delivered.

Thus we are looking for a feasible decomposition of I such that:

I =
P

kM
k; Mk 2 (0; 1)m�n

entry mk

ij
= 0 means that either the right or the left leaf of channel i

covers the column j. The underlying constrains to create the matrix

Mk will be explained later. A �rst example shall help in understanding the

the relation between matrices and MLC leaf sequencing.

Let take matrix I in Fig 2.11. This can be written as sum ofM1+M2+M3,

as follows in Fig 2.11. Then we get the the following MLC leaf sequence in
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I =

0
BBBBBBBB@

0 0 2 2 2 0

0 1 1 3 1 0

0 0 2 2 1 0

1 2 2 2 1 0

0 1 2 3 2 1

0 1 2 2 2 2

1
CCCCCCCCA

I =M1 +M2 +M3

I =

0
BBBBBBBB@

0 0 1 1 0 0

0 0 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 1

1
CCCCCCCCA
+

0
BBBBBBBB@

0 0 1 1 1 0

0 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 1 0

0 1 1 1 1 1

1
CCCCCCCCA
+

0
BBBBBBBB@

0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 0

1
CCCCCCCCA

Figure 2.11: Matrix I and its decomposition

order to shape this intensity pro�le. The areas with L signs are covered by

left leaf, the last L gives the terminate position of left leaf. The areas with

R signs are covered by right leaf, the last R gives the terminate position of

right leaf. See Fig 2.12.

It is clear that matrices M1;M2;M3 have the consecutive ones property.

It is essential to note that in previous application like DNA, scheduling prob-

lem etc we try to organize the data according to the interval graphs or the

consecutive ones property, in radio therapy we have matrices of de-

composition that often have the the consecutive ones property,

the data are organized themselves according to consecutive ones

property and we want to �nd the best decomposition matrices.

What means "the best" has still to be de�ned.

The decomposition of matrix I into shape matrices Mk is a combinato-

rial optimization problem, with certain restrictions. One of the restriction

that we will is the interleaf motion constrains. Interleaf motion con-

strains prohibit the movement of a left leaf further to the right than any of

its opposing right leaves in the adjacent channels.
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L          L                                  R          R

L          L         L                                   R

L          L         L                       R         R

L          L                                              R

L          L         L

L          L         L

L          L                                             R

L                                               R         R

L           L                                             R

R          R

L           L                                             R

L

 L          L         L          L                      R  

L          L         L                      R          R

L          L                      R         R          R  

L                      R          R         R          R

L                                                R          R 

L           L                                  R          R

Figure 2.12: MLC sequencing for decomposition of matrix I

J =

 
L L L L 1 R

L 1 1 R R R

!

Figure 2.13: Matrix J that is not allowed to happen as submatrix in decom-

position matrices, the L's are used for left leaves and R's are used for right

leaves

See matrix J in Fig 2.13 to understand clearly what shape of matrices is

not allowed as submatrices to happen thanks to interleaf motion constrains.

Observe that if in matrix J we switch L's and R's to 0's, we get matrix

J1 given in Fig 2.14.

We want to say that forbidden matrix, J1 (because of interleaf motion

constrain) can be described in the terms of the bipartite graphs as we char-

acterize the consecutive ones property in Def 1.17. This is equivalent with

the fact that, given a bipartite graph G = (V1; V2; A) and two consecutive

vertices yj; yj�1 2 V2 then; if the xb 2 V1 is the biggest index vertices connect

with yj and xs 2 V1 is the smallest index vertices connect with yj�1 then we

must request b� s � 1.

J1 =

 
0 0 0 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 0 0

!

Figure 2.14: Matrix J1 taken by switching L's and R's to 0's
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Chapter 3

Polyhedral approach to

consecutive ones property

We take the reference and �gures from [OR]. We would like to mention that

we did by ourselves the implementation of the algorithm of Oswald and

Reinhelt. The discussion will be presented in three parts.

� On Integer Programming formulation of the given problem: given ma-

trix B of (0,1) and matrix A that have the consecutive ones property

(C1P), minimize the switches from 0 to (or from 1 to 0) in order to

transform matrix B to a matrix A.

� On presenting another formulation of the consecutive ones property by

introducing the so called consecutive ones polytopes.

� On separation problem solved in a branch and cut approach based on

the second formulation.

3.1 An Integer Programming formulation of

the weighted consecutive ones problem

We begin with some de�nitions and notations and go on with our main

problem.

De�nition 3.1 Given matrix B of (0,1) and matrix A that have consecutive

ones property (abbreviated C1P), the task to minimize the switches from 0
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to (or from 1 to 0) in order to transform matrix B to a matrix A is called

weighted consecutive one problem(abbreviated WC1P).

We introduce one new notation:

A Æ xIJ =
nX

i=1

mX
j=1

aijxij (3.1)

where A and x are m � n matrices. Note that notation above just means

the multiplication between entries with the same index of A and x.

We are going to formulate the WC1P as Integer Programming. Let 0/1-

matrix B be given as input. We are looking for matrix x that resembles

B as closely as possible. If x contains a 1 where B contains a 0, we add a

penalty c0, if x contains 0, where 1 would be preferred, we add a penalty cz.

Therefore the following objective function value (penalty) is associated with

x:

f = c0
P

bij=0
xij + cz

P
bij=1

(1� xij)

f = c0
P

bij=0 xij + cz
P

bij=1 xij �
P

bij=1 cz

then if:

cij =

(
�cz if bij = 1

c0 if bij = 0

it comes out our objective function to be:

f = min
P

ij cijxij

In order to get the constrains we use the Theorem 1.10 of Tucker and

recall Fig 1.12. Seeing closely the structure of Tucker matrices, and using

the notation in equation 3.1 that is just the multiplication between entries

of the same index of two matrices. Now we can write our constrains:

M(An) Æ xIJ � 2k + 3 for matrices M(An),x with (k+2,k+2) dimensions

M(Bn) Æ xIJ � 4k + 5 for matrices M(Bn),x with (k+3,k+3) dimensions

M(Cn) Æ xIJ � 3k + 2 for matrices M(Cn),x with (k+2,k+3) dimensions

M(D) Æ xIJ � 8 for matrices M(D),x with (4,6) dimensions

M(E) Æ xIJ � 10 for matrices M(E),x with (4,5) dimensions

As we have the the objective function and constrain so we have an Integer

programming formulation of WC1P.
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3.2 The consecutive ones property and the

consecutive ones polytopes

During this section we are to introduce stronger constrains for the WC1P

based on characterization of the consecutive ones polytopes. We give some

useful de�nitions and later go on with some important theorems.

De�nition 3.2 The consecutive ones polytope Pm;n

C1 satis�es:

Pm;n

C1 = conv(Mj M is (m,n) matrix with C1P)

The conv is abbreviation of convex. Note that Pm;n

C1 has full dimension

m �n. We consider that zero matrix has the C1P. From the other side all the

matrix with 1 in position ij for every 1 � i � m and 1 � j � n are C1P.

So will have in total m �n+1 independent aÆnely matrices that means that

consecutive ones polytope Pm;n

C1 has full dimension.

De�nition 3.3 If aTx � a0 be valid inequality for P
m;n

C1 and inequality �aTx �

a0 valid inequality for Pm
0

n
0

C1 (with m0 � m and n0 � n) is obtained by �rst

one by trivial lifting if:

at
i;j
= ai;j if i � m and j � n.

at
i;j
= 0 otherwise

Now we will present two theorems on the consecutive ones polytopes close

with the notion of the trivial lifted inequality.

Theorem 3.1 Let aTx � a0 be facet de�ning inequality for Pm;n

C1 and let

m0 � m and n0 � n. If aTx � a0 is trivially lifted then the resulting inequality

de�nes a facet of Pm
0

n
0

C1 .

Proof

Let matrix �x satis�es the equality aT �x = a0. Without loss of a generality

we take m0 = m+ 1 and n = n0. We add one row to �x of zeros except one 1

in position j for 1 � j � n and form �xj. All generated matrices are C1P and

we have �aT �xj = a0.

By this construction we can form n more aÆnely independent, totally

m(n+1) aÆnely independent matrices satisfying �aT �x = a0 proving that the

trivial lifted inequality is also facet de�ning.

If trivial lifting is possible ,this means, that larger polytopes inherit the

faces of smaller polytopes.
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F1k =

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

+ + � � � � �

� + + � � � �

� 0 + + � � �

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

� 0 0 0 + + �

� 0 0 0 0 + +

+ 0 0 0 0 � +

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA
F2k =

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

+ + � � � � �

� + + � � � �

� 0 + + � � �

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

� 0 0 0 + + �

� 0 0 0 + + �

� 0 0 0 + � +

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA

Figure 3.1: Matrices F1k and F2k

Theorem 3.2 For all m � 1, n � 1, 1 � j � n, 1 � j � n, the inequalities

xij � 0 and xij � 1 de�nes facets of Pm;n

C1 .

Proof

P
1;1
C1 =conv(0,1)

So xij � 0 and xij � 1 are facet de�ning for P 1;1
C1 . The general result

holds due to trivial lifting property.

We are going to introduce two important theorems on facet of the con-

secutive ones polytopes that involve a certain class of matrices F1k and F2k,

see Fig 3.1. Note that matrix F1k has (k + 2) � (k + 2) dimensions F2k has

(k + 2) � (k + 3) dimensions.

Theorem 3.3 The inequalities F1k ÆxIJ � 2k+3, k � 1, for all (k+2; k+2)

index sets, are facet de�ning for Pm
0

n
0

C1 for all m � k + 2 and n � k + 2.

Proof

We need to show it only for m = k+2 and n = k+2 and due to Theorem

1 we can extend for m � k + 2 and n � k + 2.

First we show that inequality F1k Æ xIJ � 2k + 3 is valid. Let x be (0,1)

matrix. Let prove that inequality F1k ÆxIJ � 2k+3 is impossible for x being

C1P. In order to satisfy the second inequality we have only one possibility

entries of x has to be:

1 where entries of F has to be 1

0 where entries of F are -1

We see that x has the same form as the transpose of �rst Tucker matrix

of Fig 1.12 that is not C1P. We can argue in di�erent way too. The status

of matrix from "No C1P" to "C1P" can change i�:
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a) in one we have bad row that has two bad entries one 0 between ones

one 1 between 0.

b) for each pair of columns of x there is even number of rows (0 or 2)

with the property a)

Since Pmn

C1 is a full dimensional, the facet de�ning inequalities of the

same facet only di�er by multiplication with positive scalar. Let aTx = a0
and bTx = a0 be two di�erent equalities that de�nes the same facet. We have

to show that b = �a for � � 0. We call the C1P matrices x solutions if they

satisfy the facet de�ning equality bTx = a0. Take b11 = �.

We will see three cases:

1) Take two solutions x1 and x2 matrices with 2k+3 ones 1 and 0 otherwise

such that: x111 = 0 and x212 = 0 then it comes out

0 = bTx1 � bTx2 = b12 � b11 that brings b12 = b11 = �

Using appropriate x matrices we can show that bij = � for every "+"

positions.

2) Take two solutions x1 and x2 matrices such that:

x1
k+2;k+2 = 0 take x2 the same as x1 except for 1 in 0 position closed to

another 1 in any row i. Let this position be 'il'. So it comes out

0 = bTx1 � bTx2 = �bil
It means that extending the chain of 1's in matrix x to 0's positions shows

that bis = 0 for all zero positions of raw i.

3) Take two solutions x1 and x2 matrices such that:

x111 = 0. Construct x2 from x1 in this way Let x211 = 0 and x21k+2 = 0.

Note that matrix x2 is not a C1P matrices but it can be transformed to C1P

by some permutations. Now:

0 = bTx1 � bTx2 = �b11 � b1;k+2 so it results that

b1;k+2 = �b11 = ��

Using appropriate x matrices we can show that bij = �� for every "-1"

positions. Thus we have shown that b = �a for � � 0.

Theorem 3.4 The inequalities F2k ÆxIJ � 2k+3, k � 1, for all (k+2; k+3)

index sets, are facet de�ning for Pm
0

n
0

C1 for all m � k + 2 and n � k + 3.

The proof is very similar with the previous theorem so we omit it.
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0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

i : : : : : : j c2 : : : cd h

: : : + + � � � � �

: : : 0 + + � � � �

: : : 0 0 + + � � �

r1 � 0 0 + + � 0

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

rd�1 � 0 � 0 + + 0

rd � 0 � 0 0 + +

l + 0 � 0 0 0 +

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

Æ x � 2k + 3

Figure 3.2: �F1k inequality

3.3 Separation problem

We will discuss the separation of �F1k but for a more general class of inequal-

ities. These inequalities can be obtained by observing that the "-1" entry in

the last row can be moved to any position changing the �rst and last column

in appropriate way. The more general class of inequalities can be visualized

in the Fig 3.2. The main task of algorithm is to identify the row l and the

columns i,j and h and to sum appropriate coeÆcient for row and columns

between.

We construct a undirected bipartite graph Gi for matrix x with n columns

and n rows as two node sets. With every edge 'cr' we associate the weight:

wi

cr
= 1� xrc +

1

2
xri (3.2)

In every weighted graph Gi we now compute for every pair j, j 6= i and

h, h 6= i, h 6= j of columns a shortest path between j and h with respect to

assigned edge weights. This way obtained shortest lengths pi
jh
, see Fig 3.3.

For every shortest path pi
jh

and ph
ji
we can write. It is essential to note

that the path ph
ji
can be built in the same way as the path pi

jh
in Fig 3.3 .

pi
jh
+ ph

ji
� xli + xlj � xlh = 2k + 2� �F1k Æ x � �1 (3.3)

For every expression that has values less than -1 we have the violated �F1k

inequality that can be computed by using the shortest path calculated above.
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Figure 3.3: Path between columns j and h.

So �nally we reach at the polynomial algorithm of complexity O(n3(n+m)).

We have prepared a short programm in C++ in order to implement the

separation algorithm, the �rs part of the programm is prepared in Matlab

and Pascal too. We are going to introduce the code in the Appendix.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion and further

suggestion

First we would like to say that it can be said more on matrices with the

consecutive ones property and interval graphs as the subject is too wide. But

staying in our framework we �nd reasonable to stop here.

1. It is interesting and useful from theoretical point of view to go further

in structure theorems of Lin 1995, and Lin, Sen, West 1997. Together

with the structure theorem of Tucker 1972, they can give a beautiful

and complete picture on structure theorems of matrices with the consec-

utive ones property. We stress that Muller 1997 invented a interesting

algorithm for recognizing interval digraphs and unit interval digraphs

that carry further work of Lin, Sen, West and Sanyal.

2. We just touch the notion of circular-arc interval graphs and matrices

with the circular ones property. We like to mention only that there

are important theorems on circular-arc interval graphs and matrices the

with circular ones property too,(similar to structure theorems of Tucker

on interval graphs and matrices with the consecutive ones property)

presented by Tucker 1971, that helps getting better idea on them.

3. It is explained in our study the relation between the scheduling prob-

lem and interval graphs. We emphasize that there are powerful algo-

rithms on treating scheduling problems presented by Radermacher and

Mohring 1984, as well as further work and algorithms of University

of California, Irvine by Irani, Leung 1997 on scheduling with conicts.
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The word conicts is used to say that studying phenomena can not

happen together.

4. Finally we note that the importance of algorithm for the DNA prob-

lem that works in presence of errors (the advantage towards previous

algorithms) presented by Wen 1997. It is essential in biomathematics

a fully understanding as well as implementation of it.
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Appendix

Algorithm:
that check if matrix X of (-1,1,0) can satisfy the �F1k inequality in Fig 3.2,

that is equivalent with fact that matrix can have the consecutive

ones property.

Input: (n� n) matrix X of (-1,1,0) note as values of matrix X are changing

in every part of algorithm one has to give it four times as input matrix X

with four di�erent matrix notations. We use X,B,C,D.

Output: checking if matrix X is satisfying �F1k inequality.

Part 1: applies the algorithm to main diagonal and lower triangle part

of matrix, by calculating pi
jh

for all positions of i.

Step 1: Create the vector m1 with n1 elements equal to 0, that will store

the calculated value of xij. The n1 equal to number of elements in lower

triangular part of matrix X, n1 = n(n� 1).

t1 = 1

q1 = 0

Step 2:

for i = 0 to n  � the loop working with matrix X

for j = 0 j = (i� 1)  � the loop working with matrix X

xii = 1� xii + 0:5 � xij  � main step of algorithm see equation 3.2

m1[t1] = xii  � store the value xii in vector m1

xii = previousvalue  � note that after each loop value of entry xii is

changing, so we make it equal to the previous value (input value) again as

algorithm works with input value of xii

t1 = t1 + 1

endfor
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endfor

for l1 = 1 to n1

q1 = q1+m1[l1]  � the sum of equation 3.3 that check if matrix X can

satisfy the consecutive ones property as well �F1k inequality. If q1 < �1 =)

that matrix X can violate the consecutive ones property.

endfor

Part 2: applies the algorithm to upper diagonal and lower triangle part

of matrix, by calculating pi
jh

for all positions of i, note that here we have

to introduce matrix B that is the same with matrix X, as the algorithm has

already change the value of X.

As part 2 is quiet the same with part 1 we omit it. Note that in

the end of Part 2, we have value of q2 (similar with q1) that tells us if matrix

X can satisfy the consecutive ones property

Part 3: applies the algorithm to main diagonal and upper triangle part

of matrix, by calculating ph
ji
for all positions of h. Note that we have to

introduce matrix C the same as matrix X.

Step 1: Create the vector m3 with n1 elements equal to 0, that will store

the calculated value of cij. The n1 equal to number of elements in lower

triangular part of matrix C, n1 = n(n� 1).

t3 = 1

q3 = 0

Step 2:

for i = (n� 2) to 0  � the loop working with matrix C

for j = n j = (i + 2)  � the loop working with matrix C

cii = 1� cii + 0:5 � cij  � main step of algorithm see equation 3.2

m3[t3] = cii  � store the value cii in vector m1

cii = previousvalue  � note that after each loop value of entry cii is

changing, so we make it equal to the previous value (input value) again as

algorithm works with input value of cii

t3 = t3 + 1

endfor

endfor

for l3 = 1 to n1
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A =

0
BBBBBB@

1 1 �1 0 �1

�1 1 1 �1 0

�1 �1 1 1 �1

�1 �1 �1 1 1

�1 �1 0 �1 1

1
CCCCCCA

Figure 4.1: The matrix A, as example where we apply the separation algo-

rithm

q3 = q3+m3[l3]  � the sum of equation 3.3 that check if matrix C a can

satisfy the consecutive ones property as well �F1k inequality. If q3 < �1 =)

that matrix C can violate the consecutive ones property.

endfor

Part 4: applies the algorithm to upper diagonal and upper triangle part

of matrix, by calculating ph
ji
for all positions of h. Note that we have to

introduce matrix D the same as matrix X.

As part 4 is quiet the same with part 3 we omit it. Note that in

the end of Part 4, we have value of q4 (similar with q3) that tells us if matrix

D can satisfy the consecutive ones property

q = q1+q2+q3+q4  � the total sum of equation 3.3 that �nally check

if matrix X a can satisfy the consecutive ones property as well �F1k inequality.

If q < �1 =) that matrix X can violate the consecutive ones property.

We present below one simple example. We apply our algorithm to matrix

A in Fig 4.1.

When we apply the separation algorithm we get q1 = �4:5 < �1 =)

matrix A does not satisfy the �F1k inequality in Fig 3.2, that is equivalent

with fact that matrix can not have the consecutive ones property. We got an

conclusion but for illustration we give the value of m1; m3 and q2; q3; q4.

m1 = [�0:5;�0:5;�0:5;�0:5;�0:5;�0:5;�0:5;�0:5; 0;�0:5]

m3 = [�0:5; 0;�0:5;�0:5; 0;�0:5]

q2 = �3; q3 = �2; q4 = �2.

It is clear that the example is so simple that values can be checked only

by looking in matrix A in Fig 4.1.
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